Journaling into the Short Story: Helping Students View Literature as Life 'j Gloria Nixon-John
I
Moving into the fourth decade of my life caused me a great deal of anxiety. For one thing. I failed to see my greying temples (against the backdrop of hundreds of Clairol commercials) as a sign of anything positive. I saw my husband gaining some status and respect as well as in creasing monetary rewards in his profession (law) while my biggest reward was seeing my students move on and succeed in a variety of fields. Com bine this scenariowith the fact that I had lost both '( of my parents in a matter of three years, that my daughters had gone off to college, and that my husband's hair was not turning grey, and one can understand why I was feeling some anxiety.
I was reluctant to discuss my feelings with friends and family as it seemed too self-indulgent. Then, as if from out of the clouds. a flier was sent to my home with a headline that read "Dr. Ira ProgoffConducts Intensive Workshop on Journal Writing ... An Opportunity to Place the Present r Situation Of Your Life In Focus." (This might have been a religious experience had not the mailing label read "Occupant.") So off! went. out of curiosity as much as need.
As I reflect on the Progoff Journaling experi
ence. I can say that the experience was beneficial in two obvious ways.
(1) It helped me reach new insights about myself, and (2) I was able to look at the here and now to see how this short run affects the long run. Then too, my excitement over the Progoff method came at a time when I began to take my own writing more seriously and while I was teach ing a creative writing course.
~:
Prior to my discovery of the Progoff method I did have my students keep journals. Most oftheir entries were more or less "free writes." In other words, I would tell students to write about any thing at all, in any format at all, for a given period oftime. This worked for many, but some ended up writing about nothing in particular. or they wrote blow by blow accounts of the latest films at the Bijou. I was frustrated with this situation be cause I wanted to engage all of my students. and I knew that allOwing fruitful journal writingwould result in what Donald Murray called "following a line of language" in an attempt to tap VOice.
I also hoped that since the Progoff method led to a form of self analysis it would lead to more meaningful (at least more enjoyable) writing expe riences for my students.
And so I set out to devise a unit using all twelve of the major Progoff entry prompts. I had to adapt some of the questions for use with a teen population. but I found that the general thrust of each question was workable in a high school setting. I also discovered that some of the ques tions could be divided into two or more questions. In general, I was able to use all twelve questions in one way or another.
Prior to the actual writing, I asked students to bring in a notebook of at least 100 pages. suggested that they decorate their covers as I was certain that their journals would become an important volume-something they might wish to keep.
To give you a taste of the allure of the ques tions. I will share question # 1 entitled " For the sake of time here, I am just going to give the reader a quick rundown of the type of journal entry that resulted from using this prompt myself.
The journalentry that I wrote from this prompt touched on my fears with regard to the aging process. It also dealt with my fears as to the direction ofcontemporary society. concern about the destruction of our environment, and the decay of certain values and certain structures such as famtly and neighborhood. I let the journal entry just sit for awhile. Several days later (as suggested by Progom I went back and read over the journal entry.
Then, because I am a struggling fiction writer, I deCided to detach myself from the journal and write in the third person. In other words, I decided to view my life or my fears as story. The short story that resulted from my journal entry was a bit pessimistic. but as I progressed through the journal experience and responded to other entries with fiction, an equal number of upbeat pieces resulted. Basically, I discovered that when I responded to my own journal writing in the form of fiction. I was able to detach myself enough to include painful detail, to see patterns of behavior more clearly, and to look at some of my life goals in a more objective way.
U[W]
hen students responded to their own specific journal entries, their writing became more interesting-and seemed more focused and much more realistic."
It was later. when I looked for justification for this method of viewing my life as a short story, that I discovered that psychologists often use this method in therapy. In Robert Coles' book entitled
The Call ojStories: Teaching and the Moral Imagi nation. he explains the value of suggesting to his patients that they tell stories from their own personal history. (A method quite distinct from the usual bureaucratic code of procedures in psychotherapy.) When Coles proceeded along these lines, he noticed that a dramatic change took place in his patients merely as a result ofthis procedural suggestion. More specIfically. he dis covered that his patients seemed more willing to share and more inclined to give more vividl detailed accounts of their lives (12-13).
While I don't suggest that we turn our lan guage arts classrooms into laboratories for ex perimentation on the psyche, I feel. as Coles feels. that "few would deny that we all have stories in us which are a compelling part of our psychological and ideological makeup" (21) .
And I knew that if! could tap these stories that I would get to the stuffthat good literature is made of-not the banal or Circumscribed, but the live liness and allure of personal voice. I knew also that if students were to view their own lives as story. as literature. that some magic would result that in essence would merge life with literature in the minds of these students.
The Progoff journal prompts served as the perfect vehicle to use to tap voice. Then, too. I discovered quite accIdentally another benefit of this approach: when students responded to their own specific journal entries, their writing became more interesting-and seemed more focused and much more realistic.
At this point in time, it may be of value to see the way in which a student worked with this method. The student (Judy Howrylak, a high school senior) responded to the following prompt:
#4 -Roads Taken and Not Taken. Select one stepping stone that marks a time when you made a choice (avoid the most recent). Begin by writing "It was a time when" and record your impressions and recollections. This may help you sort out unresolved issues since "things we regret don't die-they go underground. "
The following is the journal entry that re sulted from this prompt (used with student's permission): Notice that Judy's journal entry could serve as the beginnings of a beautiful personal essay. But since I wanted to move into fiction because I knew the value of so doing. I suggested that she detach herself-that she write in the third person. I I suggested that she explain more-give more detail. that she think also about cause and effect. I also suggested more physical description and that dialogue might be appropriate for the piece. I asked Judy to examine her confusion over Eric's 1 reaction. Then. too. I asked her to slow the events and feelings-to look at this slice of her life very carefully.
The following story written by Judy Howrylak resulted. Notice that Judy's fictive account has allowed her to portray not just her personality and the personality of those around her more vividly, but that she had to deal with the harsh reality that comes with making discoveries as well as making choices. There are also more players in the fictive version, and at the risk of being contradictory, Judy's fictive account is probably closer to reality than her journal account. Then too. working with fiction led the author to use more metaphOrical language throughout and to conclude with a beautiful paragraph that seems both sad as well as hopeful and most certainly symbolic.
Judy's Story
It Is not surprising that the things I learn about myself as a person and a writer become useful in terms of tapping the writing potential of my students. William Carlos Williams in an interview with Robert Coles says.....their story, yours. mine-it's what we all carry with us on this trip we take. and we owe it to each other to respect our stories and learn from them" (Coles 30).
Judith Fishman reminds us that "telling a story is not only one of the oldest forms of discourse but its features are clearly discernable, as the story moves between what William Labov calls the narrative core (the story itself, the chro nology) and the evaluation (the interpreting, the attempting to say what the story means). We tell and write stories to create and strengthen social bonds: we want others to know what has "hap pened" and what those happenings mean to us" (xl).
In conclusion, I found that journal writing was a wonderful vehicle to use in order to create my own literature. I thought this vehicle would work in the classroom and it certainly did. It became a natural way for students to respond to their own lives in a literary form. Then too. responding to the Progoff prompts allowed stu dents to delve into a need that Frank Kermode sees as basic to survival, the need to "make sense oftheir span through fictive concords with origins and ends such as give meaning to lives ... " (7). Fall 1993
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